Bring Your Story to Life with Joulberry this Christmas
Are you wanting to find meaningful presents for your loved ones? Why not try Joulberry jewellery
this Christmas, a fusion between creative designs and unique personalisation, a perfect thoughtful
gift.
This festive season we’ve taken our inspiration from the shining array of precious metals and the
warming colours of Christmas – the simplicity of sterling silver, to the rich lustre of rose gold and the
unusual patina of copper.
Our new delicate Love Note necklace is inspired by old love
letters with curled up edges. Crafted from 9ct Rose Gold and
hung from a sterling silver chain. The precious metal is
handstamped with a treasured memory, saying or simply family
names. The luminous hue of the rose gold sits perfectly against
skin or over the top of a favourite party outfit. Also available in
silver or copper this makes a unique gift for her. Prices £95 - £475

All that glitters is most certainly gold this Christmas at Joulberry. Our stunning 9ct Gold Bolt necklace
(£400) has a raw sensuality in its simplicity. Make it forever special by handstamping a date, name or
message on all four sides or just one. Celebrate becoming a couple by adding your own wording onto
our 9ct Gold Sphere necklace (£800) to always remind you of your connection.

For more information or imagery call Sarah McNamara on 020 8979 5774 or email sarah@joulberry.com.

Joulberry’s ethos is to capture a precious moment in time and preserve it
forever. But some moments are so special you only want to share them with
your closest partner, friend or loved one. The Secret Scroll necklace for her
and Leather Scroll bracelet for him make this possible by taking your most
private memory and curling it into a perfect scroll so that only you and the
person receiving the gift know
what it says. As well as sterling
silver our designers have
crafted these pieces for the first
time in copper, a metal that
makes a striking style statement
and using the Joulberry
signature font. Necklace from
£90, Bracelet from £90.

What could be more special than taking
your little ones first drawings and
immortalising them forever in a pair of
aptly named Scribbles Cufflinks. Our
designers take your little Picasso’s
sketch, miniaturise it and craft it
carefully onto fine silver cufflinks. Priced
at £220.

All Joulberry pieces are lovingly handcrafted in our London studio and finished in our beautiful
packaging. Exquisite gift wrapping is also offered on request. Joulberry can be found via its own
website joulberry.com and is a partner of notonthehighstreet.com and Etsy.

For more information or imagery call Sarah McNamara on 020 8979 5774 or email sarah@joulberry.com.

